A SENSE FOR

CHOCOLATE
THE SORCERER’S APPRENTICE
It is 30 years since I “fell into the chocolate pot” thanks
to the legendary monsieur Bernachon. My life took me
along winding roads through hotels and restaurant
kitchens in Denmark, France and Japan and then to
Lyon, straight into the back room of one of the most
prestigious Chocolatiers, monsieur Bernachon, who ran
a chocolate shop with his family.
I really felt that I had been granted access to a sacred
place. Suddenly I stood in front of Bernachon who had a
handful of cocoa beans in his big, rough hands, while he
told me about the bean’s varieties, acidity, origin,
sorting, roasting, grinding, rolling and heating. For
months I worked hard as a sorcerer's apprentice. I
began by sorting the beans – for two months – before I
was gradually allowed to help Bernachon with more and
more tasks.
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Chocolates ready to be packed in boxes

After nature had done its part, it was our turn to unfold
the chocolate flavour through roasting, milling and
conching, and finally making paper-thin coating chocolate and truﬄe paste.

At first I thought it was unbelievable that I, as a trained
chef and with several years’ experience from fine dining
was being made to sit and sort beans. Gradually it
dawned on me that Bernachon wanted me to understand every aspect of the careful and precise process
that is involved in making chocolate.

This world of chocolate was completely new to me and
very diﬀerent from the hectic kitchens at the busy
restaurants where there was shouting and screaming,
improvisation and sweating almost like military training. I decided that I wanted to have both. I would be
both a talented chef and Chocolatier, and I would try to
combine the two kitchens; the savoury and the sweet.
I have achieved this goal, and today my chocolates are
best known for their ability to surprise by combining
these two styles.

Gradually, it occurred to me how big a role each and
every bean and its quality has on the finished product.
Like the grapes in the beautiful vineyards, cocoa beans
are also dependent on nature's bounty. The beans were
no better than the variety, soil, climate, rain or sun, and
the care they had received. It was possible to see and
feel this in the beans as I sorted them by colour and
size.

Chocolate is basically a spice, and I think it's wonderful
that it is not just sweet. So, ever since I started making
my own chocolate, I have tried mixing it with flavours
such as chili, ginger, star anise and other spices. One of
the recent challenges has been to create a small chocolate for Restaurant Umami. The chocolate contains
miso, a fermented soy bean paste which is an essential
condiment in Japanese cuisine.

Chocolat frais. Pieces with ganache in a wooden box.
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silver-coloured menu at home as a reminder of the time
when it dawned on me that food is not just food.

SHIP'S COOK

I was not born with a chocolate spoon in my mouth,
but became a Chocolatier because it's a diﬃcult
process and things that are challenging often attract
me!

At the same time as graduating from Imperial as a chef,
I got a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the Copenhagen Business School. This combination has since
proven to be incredibly beneficial to me.

Maybe it's because I had a horrible time at school, I
was small, shy and often bullied. I have been able to
use my inferiority as a motivation to prove that I can
actually master what I set out to do. It has been my
driving force and my willpower. I have used it as a
survival strategy, later as a way to achieve, and finally
as something that I live by!
One day before the summer holidays when I was 15
years old and 151 cm high with clogs on, it all became
too much. I left Kolding, with my pack on my back I
went to Frederikshavn and to the ship I had been
hired on. This would sail freight to Dublin and take me
far away from the provinces and my problems. On the
way up the gangway, I met the ship's cook who had
just quit, and before I had even caught my breath I
was hired to take care of the galley. This meant
cooking for the entire crew. I sprinted down the pier
and called my mom and wrote down her basic recipe
for gravy. The 5-krone coin for that phone call was
some of the best money I have spent. It was my
saving grace on board that I could make gravy in
copious amounts for the next several weeks.
When I came home after the summer, I was barely
recognisable. My mum almost dropped the iron in
shock. I had become a man, and could satisfy one of
people's most basic needs – hunger. Food gave my life
direction and meaning.

PARIS AS AN EXAMPLE

My life as an apprentice chef began in the Hotel
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THE SAVORY AND THE SWEET
Father and son, Pierre and Michel Troigros and at the right myself
at Restaurant Troisgros 1981, Roanne, France.

Fifteen years old and 151 cm high

Imperial's large kitchen. It was a time when apprentices
at the bottom of the hierarchy were exposed to violence,
fear and drinking. In the kitchen, the focus was primarily
on quantity and profits rather than quality and taste, so
the best thing that happened to me there was meeting
the night clerk, Christoﬀer. When the cooks went home
at midnight, it was us apprentices that had to scrub the
kitchen. When we handed over the keys to Christoﬀer in
the reception, we often had an introduction into French
cuisine. Christoﬀer spoke at length about Paris, the
atmosphere, the service, the food and the women.
"Boys," he said. "If you want to learn to make real food,
you must go to Paris."
This happened in 1974 at a time when there were no star
chefs in Denmark that we could look up to. But people
need models, so late one night my apprentice friend and
I shook hands on a plan to go to Paris as soon as possible. We saved up for a train ticket and a suit each, which
was an absolute "must" if we were to succeed in the city
of cities.

Christoﬀer was thoroughly involved in the Parisian
kitchens, so he arranged for one of Paris' best restaurants, La Tour D'Argent, to hire us. The restaurant is still
on the top floor of a beautiful old building right next to
the Seine. It is furnished as an 18th century castle, the
waiters were dressed in tails, and their attitude was
impeccable.

Yet I was still not finished with experiencing and
learning. I wanted to know every detail of running a
restaurant, so I decided to take a waiters education at
Hotel D'Angleterre. After this, began my cooking
journey through the restaurants. Starting with Jan
Hurtigkarl and Erwin Lauterbach and then on to France
where I worked as a cook at various Michelin star
restaurants.

Despite our frail 17-year-old teenage bodies in
oversized suits, we were greeted like stars and were
assigned an oval table by the window where we could
enjoy the evening light over Notre Dame. We enjoyed a
fantastic meal, with a main course of pressed duck.
Afterwards we were allowed to inspect the wine cellar
and talk to the chef; it was a truly wonderful evening
and night. Having experienced all that in one evening,
we took the night train home.
It was a weekend that changed everything. Uplifted by
the sensuousness of the food and the importance of
good hosting, we were determined to strive much higher
than the standards we had been presented with in
Denmark. I still have La Tour D'Argent’s impressive,

The menu in silver at La Tour d’ Argent. I still keep it in my shelf.
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It surprised me that the dessert kitchens in even the
best restaurants were not on the same level as the
savoury kitchens. After several fabulous appetizers and
main courses, the dessert was very often a disappointment. I learnt that chefs and patisserie chefs were as
diﬀerent as day and night, and that they did not thrive
in the same kitchen.
A chef in the savoury kitchen is impulsive and creative.
He never knows what is coming. Guests, hopefully! But
how many? What do they want to eat? How long do they
have? How hungry are they?
A chef's work is both physically and mentally very
demanding. His own ambitions are under tremendous
time restraints. Many dishes need to be ready in a short
time, some guests have special requirements for their
food, the plates must be warm, the food must be on the
table in a hurry, and it must be perfect. The chef
improvises all the time. If the is sauce too salty, he
adds vegetables to absorb the salt. Should the meat
need an emergency stop during frying, he dips it in ice
water. Time pressure causes people to shout, and the
chain of command is reminiscent of the military.
A patisserie chef’s day is completely diﬀerent. He must
follow a recipe to the letter, and when the cake is in the
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oven, it is beyond the point of no return. The race is
run, he cannot save anything, cannot improvise any
more. He must not be impulsive and fiery, but patient
and careful. He must plan and take time. Therefore, it is
highly unlikely that a chef from the savoury kitchen also
wants to deal with desserts. The two things are rarely
compatible. Curiously, however, I have been blessed
with both temperaments.

The kitchenteam, 1983 at Restaurant Michel Guerard,
Eugénie-les-Bains, France

I fell for Japan. The Japanese Tea Ceremony, which Zen
Buddhist monks invented in the 1150s, was a study in
beauty and minimalism, in pleasure and sensation,
which I really wanted to learn. I mention it here
because it has become important to my whole way of
thinking and presenting my chocolate.
I came to work in an old family restaurant by the Fish
Market in Tokyo. It was a bit of a shock to see how
much both the waiters and chefs worked - from 6 am to
11 pm. At around midnight they rolled out their small
rush mats then lay down and slept. They didn’t go
home. It would seem that adscription hadn’t yet been
abolished here.

At the Michelin restaurant Troisgros in France I met a
pastry chef who introduced me to the world of chocolate for the first time. It was here that I got a connection
to the finest Chocolatier in France, monsieur Bernachon, as I mentioned earlier.
Bernachon was my godfather in the chocolate world! He
made sure I was dipped so thoroughly that today I have
created my own personalised raw chocolate.

JAPANESE INSPIRATION

After working in France for some years as a chef and
patisserie chef, it was common for young chefs to travel
away from Europe to learn more, gain experience and
inspiration. At that time, many chose to go to the USA
or the Caribbean, but I wanted to learn about something other than western culture.

At work in Tsukijii Uemura, Tokyo 1985

I was not particularly thrilled with the taste of Japanese
food, but I learnt a lot from the way the Japanese so
beautifully display their food. The way fish, meat and
vegetables are cut out. The careful choice of porcelain,
bowls, glass and pottery in various colours, each of
which symbolises the week and season. Everything
should speak to your senses: taste, smell, sight and
sound. Even the rippling water in the background is
intended as a stimulus for the meal.
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CHOCOLATE

DOES NOT TRAVEL

A FANTASTIC IDEA

When I came home from Japan, I met the businessman
Finn Birger Christensen. He asked me to spearhead
something completely new here in Denmark, The Chefs
Market Hall, which after French market principles had
to provide the very best raw materials in splendid
surroundings. It was a great idea with a desire to lift
food standards up to first class.
It was all very ambitious. We drove to France and
collected vegetables, meat and wine. Shellfish were
flown in, and we made the pasta ourselves. Because the
produce had to be completely fresh, we were closed on
Mondays. It was unheard of and provocative, and the
prices were of course sky high. But I was convinced that
there must be a market for these luxury foods.
I also wanted to supply the very best chocolates and
desserts, so I hurried down to the man I knew could
deliver the finest of its kind, namely, monsieur Bernachon. I was invited to lunch with the family, and here I
told him about the Chefs Market Hall and all my
dreams, while he just smiled at me and said: "Le
chocolat ne voyage pas" - chocolate does not travel!
Bernachon knew that his chocolate was delicate and
made of such perishable ingredients that they should
be eaten within six weeks, and certainly not travel to
Denmark in my summer-hot car. Instead, I had to get
quality chocolate from Switzerland, Belgium and
Holland, and shortly after I also had to get another job.
Denmark was not at all ready for the Chefs Market Hall.
The political plan called ‘The Potato Diet’ hammered
down over the country. The Chefs Market Hall had to
close, and a budget supermarket, Netto moved in!
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There I was, a 30 year old unemployed chef and the
director of a luxury retail business that had disappeared in a puﬀ of smoke!
I went as far away from Copenhagen as it is possible to
get within Denmark, namely to Skagen, where I became
the restaurateur at Jeckels. This is where I hid for two
years. Alone in winter; in summer together with half of
Copenhagen!
After Jeckels I got my own little place in Tivoli. I called
it Georg as it was right next to the statue of Tivoli's
founder, Georg Carstensen. The concept was new and
liberating: I sold seafood, mussels and lobsters on
paper plates. That way I could expend my energy
making good food rather than polishing the silverware.
I contrasted well with the other Tivoli restaurateurs

and was almost considered the young, naive rebel.
Tivoli was empty in winter, and it was then that chocolate came back into my life. I had a passion for chocolate and had gained a sense for all the basics of chocolate production at Bernachon. But I had no technique to
start production in earnest. I had purchased an old
1956 chocolate coating machine from factory Nielsen
in Farum, but I needed someone who could make it
work and create just the right humidity and temperature for the fragile chocolate and truﬄe production. I
was raring to go.
With help from an old chocolate master, Mr Mogensen,
I converted the kitchen of Georg into a chocolate shop,
or rather an experimentarium. I developed chocolates
where the truﬄe mass was spiced with flavours such as
chilli, curry, star anise, ginger and mint. We also
experimented with flavours and spices that tasted so
odd that they never really came into production. But
there was classics developed here, which I still use
today. The truﬄes from Georg received the Gastronomic Academy's honorary diploma.
To pack the beautiful chocolate pieces, we produced
small wooden boxes of cedar with a wax seal. The
corners of the wood had fine joins, and the lid was
fastened by small hinges. I am still using a similar box
for my chocolates today!

Copenhagen, The Chefs Market Hall

Japan had left its mark on me. Over there, the kimono is
traditionally simple on the outside, but once you open
it, you're surprised by its beauty. In Denmark, it was
just the opposite with boxes of chocolate. The boxes
were often gold and flashy on the outside and a big
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København

Our chocolate production in Ingerslevsgade,

disappointment inside. I thought therefore that it would
be fun to do the opposite. One would be attracted by
the beautiful simplicity of a wooden box and then be
pleasantly surprised when the wax seal was broken and
the lid opened to the rustle of tissue paper and handmade, quality chocolates.
The chocolates went well, not in Tivoli as it was closed,
but in particular as corporate gifts, in quality hotels and
in restaurants.
After two years in the little chocolate shop in the Tivoli,
I moved the entire production to larger premises in
Ingerslevsgade in Vesterbro behind the meatpacking
district.
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MY WORKING LIFE
1974

MY CHOCOLATE WORKSHOP
Behind a small, anonymous, graﬃti covered facade we
moved into premises where unscrupulous butchers had
previously pumped hams to the Swedes. We peeled out
all the fittings and started from scratch, and today no
compromises are made here.
In addition to chocolate production we also started a
catering kitchen, and as something quite new in
Denmark I sold dinner from a takeaway in Annasvej in
Hellerup and Gammel Mønt in central Copenhagen. It
was a good alternative to fast food. I also began to cook
for large events with over a thousand guests. The
chocolates and desserts were of a high standard. Finally,
I had a menu where the quality of the desserts matched
the savoury dishes. I became a restaurateur in Øksnehallen in the meatpacking district, where we could handle
high quality dinners for up to 3500 guests.
My upbringing and my love of systems and precision was
of great use to me now. I was usually in the middle of it
all with a head-set on, connected to the division leaders,
who each had a number of waiters under them. I was in
constant contact with all the relevant managers and the
chef. It was always my job to be visible and make sure
everything went without a hitch and that the host, the
guests and the staﬀ knew where I was, ready to make
decisions. I was always aware that the waiters' joy and
motivation should give the guests the experience they
expect. For my staﬀ, these events must never be plagued
by the shouting, screaming, violence and drunkenness
that I had experienced as a young chef, and this actually
succeeded.

Eventually there developed so much publicity around
my chocolates that I was invited to participate in a
chocolate presentation in Covent Garden in London.
Here we got to show oﬀ our skills, and I made a deal
with the big supermarket chain Tesco. They ordered
the 5000 wooden boxes of Bojesen Chocolate.
I was overjoyed, and we got busy in Ingerslevsgade.
We managed to finish on time, and the chocolate was
sent oﬀ, but ended its days in an unfortunately warm
berth in Hamburg. Everything was wasted, and it was
an expensive mistake. I had forgotten the advice from
monsieur Bernachon: "Le chocolat ne voyage pas!"
Chocolate does not travel.

FROM CHEF TO OFFICE

In 1997 I also started Bojesen Kitchen and Chocolate
on Værnedamsvej in Frederiksberg. In a disused
butcher's shop we decided to keep the rustic industrial
look with tiled walls and meat hooks, and invited the
artist Peter Severin to decorate. You could either eat
here or take away. We sold delicious, frozen ready
meals, takeaway, seafood, French cheese, various
preserves and our own dessert cakes and chocolates. It
was actually here, that my chocolate came into retail
for the first time. The staﬀ were wonderfully imaginative, and a great many good ideas and recipes were
developed. But when the Fisketorvet shopping mall
opened close by, many of our customers disappeared
and we had to close Bojesen on Værnedamsvej after
just four years.

Hotel Imperial
Hotel D´Angleterre
At Jan Hurtigkarl
Restaurant Saison, Hotel Østerport
Troisgros, Roanne
L’Archestrande, Alain Senderens, Paris
Bernachon, Lyon
Michel Guérard, Eugénie-les-Bains
Tsukijii Uemura, Tokyo
Kokkenes Torvehal, Østergade
Jeckels, Skagen
Georg, Tivoli
Fregatten Sct. Georg, Tivoli
Bojesen Kitchen and Chocolate, Ingerslevsgade
Take-Away Shops, Annasvej and Værnedamsvej
Øksnehallen, Copenhagen
Base Camp, Holmen
Axelborg, Vesterbrogade
Bojesen Chocolate, Frederiksborggade
Bojesen in the Opera
2010

In the following year I opened or took over restaurants
in various locations: the Frigate in Tivoli, Base Camp
on Holmen and Axelborg conference and banquet
centre in Copenhagen. All these sites could provide
something diﬀerent in terms of their menu and facilities.
Axelborg lies opposite Tivoli in central Copenhagen
and was built as the ministry of agriculture’s imposing
headquarters in the 1920s. With its high wood panelling, marble and chandeliers, it is a luxurious setting
for corporate events, gala dinners and grand celebrations.
Many diﬀerent things have been juggled, but now I am
more and more a business leader and less a cook, I
enjoy knowing every detail of the company’s activities.
Bojesen marzipan coated with dark chocolate
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